**End Safety Lug Detail**

- **Use Cable Thimble at Both Ends**
- **1/4" Steel Cable**
- **3/4" Stainless Wire Rope Steel Clips**
- **Install and Torque to Manufacturer’s Guidelines, Space Interior Clips Equally. Total 3 Clips per End.**

**Interior Safety Lug Detail**

- **1/4" Stainless Wire Rope Steel Clips**
- **Install and Torque to Manufacturer’s Guidelines, Space Interior Clips Equally. Total 3 Clips per End.**

**Backside Weld Lug Detail**

- **NOTE:** Backside weld lug shall be installed only for projects requiring backside walkways.

**Notes:**

1. Place an equal amount of washers on each side to align cable with end lug without restricting shackle bolt rotation or contacting cable.
2. For walkway grating details, see Standard Plan S114.